
Cat's Cradle Sampler Runner

Creative grids cats cradle ruler is a huge help in making these blocks.  













You will need 4 fat eighths(colour 1-4) and 1/2 m of solid fabric(colour 5). 

Make 16 cats cradle units from the following:

Cut:

8- 2 1/2 X 3 1/2" colour 1 ( large triangles in cats cradle unit)

16- 1 1/2 X 1 1/2" of colour 2(small squares in cats cradle unit)

16- 1 1/2 X 3 1/2" of colour 3( small triangles in cats cradle unit)

3 - 1" X length of solid fabric#5 ( this will sash the blocks and become the 
inner border, binding and backing fabric)

3- 1 1/2" X 21" of  colour 2 the solid fabric (second border)

3- 2 x 21"of colour 4


3- 2" x 21" of colour 5 also used for backing 


i

Press seams so square 
remains flat 

Sew 1/4" seams. 
Make 16 using colour 

2 and 3. 

Cut fabric. (this's pic is 
missing the sashing and 

inside border fabric cut from 
solid fabric #5





























flip

Clip seam at centre as 
shown.  Press seam so 
square remains flat on 

both sides. 

Sew right sides together 
with red squares on 

opposite sides. 

Using 1/4" guide trim 
between two seams. Press 

open. You now have 16 cats 
cradle units. 

Pair with fabric #1. 
Sew right sides 

together on both 
lines.  Make 8

Draw 2 lines directly through 
each cornered as shown. 
Easiest to use the creative 

grids cats cradle ruler for this









































Line up other side using 
the ruler guides for 

perfect cats cradle units. 

Line up side of block on 
ruler and trim. These 

units are 1 1/2" square.  

Try these four ways to layout your blocks.  Then there are more ways. So 
try some of your own!  Finish by adding sashing borders and quilt. 


